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LEXINGTON, Mass., April 30, 2015 — Everbridge, the worldwide leader in unified critical communications, will have a
significant presence at ATA 2015, the world’s largest telemedicine, telehealth and mHealth meeting, scheduled May 2-5, in
Los Angeles. The company will be on site to showcase its comprehensive healthcare communications and telemedicine
suite, including new solutions for scheduling, IT response and HIPAA-compliant, secure messaging.

ATA 2015 attendees can find Everbridge at booth #1727 to receive product demonstrations and learn from our experts in
critical communications and telemedicine. Additional Everbridge ATA 2015 participation details include:

In the session, “Use of HIPAA-Compliant Mobile Phone Text-Messaging App Compared to the Alphanumeric
Pager to Enhance Communication Efficiency for Emergent Stroke Patient and Neurosurgery Transfers,” Dr. William
David Freeman, from the Mayo Clinic will unveil results of a prospective observational study detailing how
HipaaChat can improve outcomes for stroke patients. Dr. Freeman’s presentation will take place on Monday, May
4th at 1:15pm in room 402AB. More information is available about his work and the session here.

Attendees can register in advance to schedule a meeting at the Everbridge booth with Dr. Ranya Habash,
Everbridge’s Chief Medical Officer, to learn more about the use of HipaaChat for telemedicine, telestroke and
teleneurology.

Visit the Everbridge booth to test drive the Everbridge iCart for Telemedicine. iCart is a specially-designed tablet
case on a weight-stabilized platform with wheels. The protective case with slots for optional accessories, including
video lights, 365nm UV light, directional microphones, and conversion lenses. The Everbridge iCart puts a
telemedicine at every nurse’s station.

“We are very excited to join other leaders in healthcare technology to demonstrate our solutions and share positive results
from the Mayo Clinic’s telemedicine study,” said Dr. Habash. “Healthcare professionals continue to navigate compliance
and operational challenges related to HIPAA, and we are excited to prove that secure text messaging and telemedicine can
not only be HIPAA-compliant, but also productive and efficient.”

Follow along for live updates from the Everbridge team at ATA 2015 on Twitter, using #ATA15 and @Everbridge. Make
to sure also view our latest video, featuring Dr. Habash and a conversation on “Mobile Telemedicine: Improving
Efficiency, Satisfaction, and Patient Outcomes.“

About Everbridge

Everbridge is the leading critical communications platform trusted by corporations and communities of all sizes to connect
the right people for real-time collaboration and response. Connecting more than 100 million people and internet-enabled
devices, the company assures that secure, compliant communications are delivered and confirmed, whether locally or
globally. Everbridge is based in Boston, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Beijing and London. For more information, visit
www.everbridge.com, read the company blog, http://www.everbridge.com/blog, and follow on Twitter and Facebook.
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